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Several term papers prepared by graduate students enrolled in
Agricultural and Applied Economics 8-264 in the Fall of 1973 were of
excellent quality. Because of their value to students of resource
economics problems, several of these are being issued in the Staff
Paper Series of the Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics.
This paper by Maurice Mandale provides an excellent review of the
seminal literature on the multiple use of wild land. It also helps to
synthesize the different analytical and policy concepts and provides
a better basis for understanding and solving the problems related to the
optimum use of any society’s wild lands.
K. William Easter
Lee R. Martin
iiMULTIPLE USE OF WILD LAND.
A REVIEW OF THE POLICY AND THE CONCEPT
Maurice Mandale*
INTRODUCTION : MULTIPLE USE AS A POLICY
Multlple use as a pollcy has a long history in publlc land manage-
ment in the United States. Too often, however, It has been invoked as
a panacea wh~ch it IS hoped will automatically solve many of the problems
of wild-land management. Too little seems to be understood about the
economic and ecological relationships involved m wild-land management
to ]ustlfy use of the concept as a POIICY tool. This applles particularly
to administration of the publlc domaui lf only because the relevant
agencies should be concerned with a much longer run form of management
connected with future welfare of society as a whole. Paradoxically It
IS public agencies who are frequently under the most severe polit~cal
pressure to adopt thzs type of management system m an attempt to




the concept has been formally embodied in leglslatlon,
forestry policy, In the Multiple Use and Sustained Y~eld
l%~s Act contains the most frequently quoted definition
of what multiple use as a pol~cy should be:
“Multlple use” means: The management of all the
various renewable surface resources of the National
* The author 1s indebted to Dr. K. Wllllam Easter, Dr. Lee R. MartIn,
Dr. Phlllp Raup and Dr. Hans Gregersen for valuable comments and
suggestions put forward during the wrltlng of this paper.-2-
Forests so that they are utilized in the combination
that will best meet the needs of the American people
making the most judicious use of the land for some
or all of these resources or related services over
areas large enough to provide sufficient latitude for
periodic adjustments in use to conform to changing
needs and conditions: that some land will be used for
less than all of the resources; and harmonious and
coordinated management of the various resources, each
with the other, without impairment of the productivity
of the land, with consideration being given to the rela-
tive values of the various resources, and not necessarily
the combination of uses that will give the greatest
dollar return or the greatest unit output (US Code 1960).
W. R. Bentley and S. S. Strand (1972) have identified several clearly
expressed constraints in this definition. First, productivity is not
to be impaired. Second, it builds in some flexibility to cater
for changing management needs. Third, efficiency-effectiveness
criteria are stressed but not necessarily in dollar or physical output
terms. And finally not all possible uses need occur on any given
land management unit. The definition adopted by Congress thus took In
most of the attributes of what conceptually should be a good multiple-use
system, and placed qualifications where appropriate.
In fact this legislation follows a series of largely qualitative
appraisals of the multiple-use concept stretching back to 1905. The
U.S. Forest Service had been created in 1897 and Gifford Pinchot had
been appointed Chief Forester. The incumbent Secretary of Agriculture,
James Wilson, sent Pinchot a letter in 1905 in which he outlined his
aims for good management of the nation’s forests, and this letter had
contained a “greatest good for the greatest number” exhortation“3-
(J. Wilson 1905). Thus very early in the game the management of forests
from a social standpoint had been given emphasis, and the pollcy concept
grew up largely within the context of forestry management (see R. W.
Behan 1967).
S. V. Ciriacy-Wantrup (1938) 1s usually credited with brlnglnq
the pollcy into more sharp focus on a base of economics and wild-land
management. He stressed the usefulness of the concept In a framework
of constantly changing economic and social needs, a usefulness which
has particular application to such a long-term investment as forestry.
He also drew attention to the distinction which should be made between
“the administration or management of several uses of wild land by a
single agency” and “the use of a single unit (acre) of w~ld land for
several purposes”. It is in the latter case that difficulties arise
in management, a matter touched on in the next section.
Followlng Ciriacy-Wantrup’s contribution the forestry profession
seemed to take Its f~st good look at the multlple-use concept. This
may have been a response to the changing pressures being put on areas
of woodland In the context of an ~ncreas~ng populat~on, or lt may simply
have been a realization that so little was understood about the cconornlc
and biological relationships Inherent in managing a land-based enterprise
from which several different products can be produced either ]omtly
or separately. In particular the increasing mportance of provldlnq
outdoor recreation for an increasingly affluent and mob~le population
put increasing strain on wild-land resources. S. T. Dana (1943) put-4-
some  of  the  forestry  profession's  doubts  into  words  as  "What  he  (the
forester)  may  not  know  is  how  to  evaluate  the  various  possible  products
~
of  a  given  area  fairly  and  intelligently  from  the  point  of  view  both
-\
,  of  the  owner  and  the  community,  and  how  to  handle  it  under  a  coordinated
plan  of  timber  management,  wildlife  management,  range  management,  and
recreation  management  that  will  result  in  the  optimum  production  of
different  values".
This  approach  of  treating  multiple  use  as  a  specific  management
objective  was  given  further  support  by  R.  E.  McArdle  (1953),  and  is
essentially  an  extension  of  the  traditional  Forest  Service  dictum  of
management  outlined  by  Wilson  in  1905.  Counter  to  this  policy  was  the
approach  of  G.  A.  Pearson  (1944)  who  believed  that  timber  production
and  good  silviculture  should  be  the  prime  objective  in  forest  management,
and  that  other  uses  of  woodland  should  be  allowed  only  where  expedient
and  appropriate,  and  where  such  uses  would  not  interfere  with  a  growing
tiinber  stock.
G.  R.  Hall  (1963)  was,  however,  one  of  the  first  to  draw  attention
to  the  absence  of  any  well-organized  body  of  theory  underpinning  multiple-
use  management,  although  slightly  earlier  W.  A.  Starr  (1961)  had  given
an  outline  of  what  a  multiple-use  management  system  should  comprise.
~  He  included  consideration  of  administrative,  inventory  and  management
units,  and  then  went  on  to  outline  hindrances  to  the  operation  of  the
..
concept  because  of  such  things  as  public  concern,  limited  uses  of  some
resources,  competition  for  some  products  and  not  others,  and  evaluation-5-
of land parcels. Hall centers hls arguments around the myth that multlple-
use practices are capable of resolving all conflicting demands, and
the reallty that forestry decisions “are primarily judgments about the
characteristics of goods and services produced .... This means that
multiple use becomes a problem of evaluating the costs and benefits from
alternative decisions”.
It is around this “reality” that this account continues. Three
broad sections follow this introduction. F’lrst, consideration 1s given
in some detail to the theory underlying multlple use, plus an outllne
of some of the empirical studies which have been carried out in this
field. Second there is a critique of the studies which also includes
some suggestions for possible research emphasis m the future. And
finally there lS a concluding section which attempts to provide some
md~catlon of the pollcy implications of multlple-use management of
wild land resources.
MULTIPLE USE AS A CONCEPT
In its simplest form multiple use Is merely a variety of joint
production. The production function of neo-classi[.]1 ,ln,llytl~
contains the standard variables of land, labor, and capital plus any
further arguments the economist deems relevant. In the case of ]olnt
production from an enterprise where land 1s an important input,
appropriately more weight must be placed on the fact that th~s can
involve the management of an ecologically sens~tive unit of production
over time.-6-
The biological and other physical, sclentlflc and technical aspect~
of production economics have largely dictated that much of the work
and progress In this field have been done by agricultural and resource
economists. Standard works by E. O. Heady (1952) and E. O. Heady and
J. L. Dillon (1961), particularly the latter, emphasize the natural base
upon which output and profit max~mlzatlon crlterla are built. The work
of agricultural production economists in estmatlng production functlonsp
however, has lncreaslnqly been moving away from an emphas]~ on the
natural resource base as fertlll?ers, herblcldes, lrrlgatlon and other
input variables have (at least until very recently) relegated land in
Its more Rlcardlan sense to a relatively secondary role in the production
process.
There reman, however, land-based production systems where manage-
ment cannot xgnore the delicate nature of the resource being used.
Agricultural production economists deal primarily with farmland more
or less intensively managed and from wh~ch the bulk of the national pro-
duction of food and fiber comes. Range and forest managers are dealmq
with systems where the emphasis on land as the ma~or input 15 more
prominent. As G. R. Gregory (1972) has observed in the context of
forest management, “the forester lS manipulating a land-based ecoloqlcal
system to produce a product or combination of products desired by man”.
It 1s therefore at the extensive end of the agricultural continuum and
In forestry that land as an Input takes on particular emphasis as
being susceptible to bad management, and th~s lS complicated by consideration
of multlple uses.-7.
In the theory of the firm some production processes
than one output. The usual examples given, such as wool
yield more
and mutton from
sheep, are the results of a single production process. In the case of
forestry an example would be tmber for sawloqs or pulpwood. ‘I’he forestry
case 1s somewhat
are competitors
sheep you have a
different from the sheep example since the two output”,
for the raw material, wood. On the other hand, with
production process which can produce wool and meat In
a fixed proportion and not be competitive. Joint production from an
area of wild land can be extended to the production of goods and services
which are not necessarily complements. h area of woodland could
conceivably produce such different outputs as
wildlife or watershed protection.
The concept of ]omt production uses the
tunber, forage, recreation,
familiar production
Posszbilltles curve (product transformation curve) of supply theory
(see J. M. Henderson and R. E. Quandt 1971). This curve 1s the locus
of all output combinations of two or more products that can be secured
from a g~ven level of inputs, and lS derived from the production function.
The slope of the production poss~bllltles curve measures the rate of
product transformation (RPT), or the rate at which one output must be
sacrificed to obta~n more of a
of inputs. Given two outputs,
from a given level of a single
second output without varying the level’.
ql and q~, which can be ]o~ntly produced
input X, the RPT IS defined as the ratio
of the marginal productivity of X In the production of qz to the marginal
product~vlty of X m the production of ql. The optimum combination of
products 1s obtained by equatlnq th~s ratio to the (Inverted) rat~o of-8-
the two product prices, or
IWT = P1/P2 = Mpx2/~xl”
This condltlon obtains where a given relatlve price l~ne (exchange or
lsorevenue curve) IS tangent to a speclf~ed production Posslbllitles
Curve. Profit max~mizatlon In this model requires
‘Xi equals the price, r, of the Input X, or
r = Pl~xl = p2MPx2
In the two-output case.
This model of output and revenue maximization
applied to forestry or other wild-land management.
that the value of
can readily be
In Its least complex
form it can be used to find optimum production combinations for tmber
products as mentioned above. This type of analysis was carried out by
J. A. Slnden (1964) in an attempt to determine the rotation length of
maximum profltab~llty, the two outputs being pulpwood and sawnwood.
This was a strict ]olnt products model where the two products resulted
from the same production process and were readily identifiable and
measurable in terms of volume and value.
This “multlple products from a single use” helps to emphaslzc a
point wh~ch needs to be made, and ~ndeed which was made by Culacy-Wantrup
m hls 1938 article. It w1ll be recalled that of his twm deflnlt~ons




could easily ccnfllct with each other In the production
states “although several uses of wild land can be admlnl”,tcr~,d
advantages In overhead costs, they are not ]o~nt products-9-
in the economic sense”. Allowing for some degree of semanticlsm here,
the point which Ciriacy-Wantrup goes on to make 1s that the economies
reallzed by utlllzlng overhead costs more fully are not the declslve
factors for ]omt use of the same unit of land for several products.
In fact total social production from the same unit may be smaller from
several uses than from a few uses or a single use. The objective in
this case should be to develop an “optimum use” concept ~n which several
uses would be permitted ~f they are socially desirable, but from which
a single use as the socially optimal would be perfectly allowable.
Thus in the framework of a given set of prevailing economic and social
conditions timber production may be dictated as the socially optmmun
use of a given area of land, and within this “dominant use” philosophy
]oint production would still take place.
Whilst this kind of economic determinism seems to ignore larger
social pressures to which the contemporary analyst would perhaps give
more credence, it does serve to point out areas where the basic concept
could be abused, or where at least some types of analysls would not be
appropriate lf a “dominant use” framework were adopted. Going back to
the basics, however, Gregory (1955) was the first to formallze multlple
u~e as 3olnt production. In his hypothetical example timber and foraqe
were the two outputs. After derlvlng a family of production posslblllty
curves and isorevenue curves, a series of tangenc~es result wh~ch,
when ]olned, given the optunal expansion path for the enterprise with







Given the nature of Gregory’s production posslbllltles curves and the
relatlve prices of tmber and forage, this expansion path begins tc>
curve back towards the tmber ax~s, lndlcat~ng that at higher levels
of total output the optmum mix entails lncreaslnq production of t~mber.
To identify the precise combination of the expansion path the
manager will choose, we need to cons~der the ob]ectlve of maximizlnq
net revenue to land and management. This assumes that values for timber
and forage can readily be ass~gned, and that costs of inputs are known.
In Figure 2 the expansion path in Figure 1 1s reproduced in the lower
portion, and in the upper portion the assumed function forms of total
revenue (TR) and total cost (TC) are sketched. The optirnlzlng combination
of timber and forage (that wh~ch maxlmlzes returns) lS where the difference


















this would result in TO board feet of timer and F. pounds of forage.
It should be noted that this output combination is deemed more acceptable
than T~ board feet of timber because of the constraint of maximizing
net revenue, which only occurs with an output of To board feet of timber
in this model.-12-
Expressed formally, the model can be reduced to a series of sunultaneous
equations. The production Possibilities are shown by the appropriate
curves, and can in the first place be expressed by a series of product~on
functions in which the production of (n-1) joint products enters into the
production funct~on of the nth product on the asswnptlon that at some
stage there is interdependence between d~fferent outputs. Thus lf Q~
and Qf are the outputs of tunber and forage respectively, and (xl, x2,
.... Xn) are the variable inputs used In the production of the two output-s
we could have
Qt = f(xl, x2, .... xn, Qf)
Qf = g(xl, x2, .... xnt Qt)
as the two production functions. There WI1l be as many production
functions as the products being considered, and no entry 1s made for
land as this represents the fixed factor. Both TC and TR functions can
be expressed generally as functions of the several products, and from
these the MC and MR can be derived and equated to obtain solutlons for
output levels.
Within this framework it is evident that some ]olnt-use solution 1s
possible. The theory is not so easily observed in real world sltuatlons,
however, but at this stage It is perhaps sufficient to recognize the
appl~cability and value of production posslbllltles analys~s in this
context. AS Gregory concludes, th~s approach requires “no methodology
that might be considered new by a production economist.”-13-
Gregory went on to consider different shapes which may occur







In Figure 3 the range A - B on the curve indicates a supplementary
relationship between timber and recreation. Person-days of recreat~on
can be suppl~ed out to B without lmpalring the timber-producing capacity
of the woodland. In the range C - D either product can be supplled In
greater amounts without nnpalrlng the capacity of the land-area to
produce the other product,










a complementary relationship. In the range
cornpetltlve, In which range an Increase in
be achieved by sacrificing some output of




Hopkin (1954) which represented the first slgnlflcant
attempt to use production posszbzlltles curve analysls in grazlng-
resource allocation between sheep and cattle on an area of rangeland.-14-
Hopkln recognized the usefulness of the ]olnt products concept in ranq~
management, and used data first presented by C. W. Cook (1954) to
demonstrate the derivation of the optimum number of sheep and cattle
which could be allowed to graze a unit of rangeland. Cook had taken
the first step in identifying the shape of the production posslbllltlcs
curve, and furthermore provided valuable lnslght into the biological
relationships lntrlns~c m the analysls. On the basis that the grazing
habits of sheep are d~fferent from those of cattle, Cook was able to
show that both types of llvestock should be grazed in combination to
maxinuze returns, rather than one or the other exclusively. Essentially
those vegetation species largely lqnored as fodder by cattle provide
valuable feeding for sheep, and vice versa. Cook also demonstrated —
that the RPT between cattle and sheep graz~ng 1s unllkely to be a
constant over lts entire range on the premise that, at sub-optimal
combinations and conditions of the ranqe, some ranqe units might be
more suitable for sheep than cattle as the two animal qroup~ shift
around in space and time.
Hopkln goes on to extend Cook’s flndlngs us~nq the data presented
In Table 1. From these data it ~s evident that one animal un~t of
cattle can be added for each .177 animal units of sheep that are
removed from the same area of range, without lmpalrinq the capacity of
the range to support sheep and cattle, up to 422 anmal un~ts of cattle
and 230 animal units of sheep. Beyond th~s point the RPT becomes 1.674
These data g~ve a production possibllltles curve with a dlscontlnulty
at (422, 230). The shortcomm~of such a curve are demonstrated in
Figure 4. If we assume two different relatlve prices for cattle and-15-
Table 1
Combinations of sheep and cattle (In anmal units)
on the same range, and rate of product
































sheep, represented by lines Plpl and p2p2, the maxlmlzlng comb]natlons
under each relatlve price set WI.11be different us~nq a strict curve
derived from the data given above (Curve A) than from an “lntultlve”
curve which Hopkln fits to the data (Curve B) . Under both price ~ltu-
atlons the optimum IS at R, for Curve A, but If curve B I% assumed to
be the production possibllltles curve the optunum 1s at ~ with l’IP1an[?
at T with P2P2. The un~que solutlon with a cont~nuou<, curve ]s 10sL
~f a dlscontlnu~ty 1s Introduced. Hopkln concludes that “there 1s
nothing in the logic of range management or economics that supports
the hypothesis that the (RPT) remains constant at a low rate (.177)
up to a certain point and then suddenly Increases to 1.674, remalnmq
constant at the new level beyond that point”. Thus the rationale for
Hopkln’s Intuitive tune B as a more reallstic representation of the
production possibil~t~es curve.
Dnplrlcal and theoretical work on the application of the production
Posslbllltles curve to multlple-use problems has also been done by
P. H. Pearse (1969) and G. R. Hall (1964). Pearse uses the appro~ch
to estunate the numbers of cattle and deer which could be allowed to
graze the same area or rangeland, and the first part of hls analysls
~s essentially the basic approach presented above, based on slmllar
assumptions concerning measurement of costs and values, and concc!rnlnq
technical relationships. He then cjoeson to evaluate how varlou’, klncl’,
of Investment in the range (drift-fencing, vegetation control, fertlll-
zatlon etc.) could reprove ~ts capabllltles.
In the right-hand quadrant of Elgure 5 the optmal solutlon (comb~natlon)
between cattle and deer 1s presented within a given prices framework-17-
Number of
cattle
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FIGIJRL; 5
(MN) and an assumed production possibilities curve for a given unit
of range land (AB). In this example the optimum lsatpolnt E. The
value of this optimum combination of cattle and deer, measured in
dollars per unit of cattle, 1s presented in the left-hand quadrant by
means of a “cattle price llne”, the slope of which reflects the market
value of cattle. N@ers of cattle and deer (measured In cattle-
equlvalents) are translated into a value V for the relatlve price
llne MN. If an investment is then made to Improve the range for cattle
a new production Possibilltles curve (A’B’) might result, and this llne
is tangent to a higher ~sorevenue (price) llne (M’N’) lnd~cating that
the total value produced 1s greater even though
lowed to graze at the new optimum (E’) is less.
1s VV’ and Pearse asserts that this qaln, along
the quantity of deer al-
The total value increase
with information relatlng-18-
to the cost of the change, provides the data for a cost-benefit evaluation
of investment in range improvement. The Investment ~s ]ustlfled If
the cost 1s less than vV’. Not all Investments are ]ustlfled on these
grounds as It 1s conceivable to move to a lower isorevenue curve, such
as A“B”, given that the relative price llne of deer and cattle has a
different slope than MN or M’N’.
In Pearse’s analysis lt should be noted that there are some strictly
non-quantifiable values, such as the pleasure of deer-hunting, which may
not be fully reflected along the value axis. To th~s end Pearse al?o
attempts to evaluate how some investment or other force which lncrease~
the number of deer on the range land Influences the value of recreation
produced. h increase in value can be by one of two ways. F~rst, the
game can accommodate more hunters and thus If the quallty of hunting
remains the same the total value of hur.tlng is raised by the same
proportion as the Increase ~n number of hunts. Secon+ the number of
deer can be increased but the number of hunters remains the same, and
the quallty, hence the value, of hunt~ng ~s Increased. TIIus ~f huntlnc~
quallty lS measured In terms of tho number of deer k~ll(~d (K) exprcsswl
as a ratio of the number of hunts (N), we can expect, ceterls parlbus,
the Index of hunting success (S) w1ll be directly related to the quant~ty
of game available (G) and Inversely related to the number of hunts.
s=;= f(G, *)
Pearse goes on to demonstrate that a “low” level of S qlves a lower
value of recreat~on by hunting than a “hlqh” level of S for any quantity-19-
of deer (G). Conversely, and still consistent with the assumption that
hunting quallty (value) 1s a function of hunting success, certain pre-
ferred levels of value can be set for any level of success to give some
indication of numbers of deer and hunts concom~tant with that lev~~lof
success. In Figure 6 curve Slow in the right-hand quadrant IS higher





f.~lue produced (V) Number of Deer (C)
at all ~lnts than curve Shlgh slgnlfylng that for any quantity of deer
more hunters can be accommodated at a lower level of success (hence
lower level of value). With G deer, Nh hunts could be provided at a
higher level of success and with a corre~pondlnq value of Vh, whlcll
lS greater than the value VIassoclatc?cl with a lower level of c,uc.cc’sc,
and consequently a higher level of hunts .~tNI To give a Ievc,lof
success of Vh correspond~nq to .1low level of success the numhor of
deer on the range would have to be increased to G’, qlven thlr; ‘:e+
of value llnes and hunting success llnes. The essential rclatlor]sk~lp,
as Pearse concludes, 1s built around some value V as a




Pearse by no means specifies what 1s included in hls V, and th~s
IS one of the fundamental weaknesses of all joint-products analyses
which znvolve recreation as one of the outputs. G. R. Hall attempted
to rationalize mult~ple use of publ~c lands in which intangibles were
included at an earl~er data (Hall 1964). This was n terms of the
social returns as opposed to purely economic returns. Hall was in part
responding to a further article by Hopkln (1956) which extended h~s
cattle-sheep model outllned above to a cattle-deer framework. The
production possibllltles curve m this example had supplementary and
complementary, as well as competitive ranges, mainly as an expository
device to demonstrate the versatility of the function rather than being
based on any sol~d economic or biological relationships. Hall a~serted
that, whereas Hopkln’s analysis of the cattle-sheep problem was unchal-
lengeable, he was In error to apply a similar model to the cattle-deer
problem. The same crltlclsm could be levelled at Pearse’s later analysls.
In a cattle-deer model numbers of deer and cattle in combination
are the managerial optimum, but Hall asserts that the relevant product
IS not deer but IS deer-hunt~ng, and that the characteristics of this
product are different at each point on the production possibilities
curve. Hunting on a range heavily grazed by cattle, and consequently
with a sparse deer population, M very different from hunt~ng on range
land llghtly grazed by cattle and with a higher deer ~pulatlon. Thus
“one may confidently assume that the price ... of the latter experlenc~
w1ll be much higher than for the former,” presumably because of a
better chance of hunt~ng success on range with a relatively h~gher-)1-
deer population. Figure 7 as originally portrayed by Hopkln had number’,
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FIGURE 7
population could be extended out to OJ before competition
and deer for grazing produced a decllnlng RPT. Hall argues (as
between
demonstrated here) that lf deer per hunter days are measured on the
vertical axis, at point C the hunters are en]oying a “wlldnerness
experience” which any commercial grazing would detract from. So even
with OJ cattle, although there are still OC deer, the characteristics
of the product offered are different. With a combination of OH deer and
CC cattle the type of hunt~ng w1ll be very different at the two posltlon~
J and C, and this means there wII1 be a separate demand curve for each
different product, and no unique price llne can be defined This, Hall
malntalns, M where those who try to find a unique solutlon to such-22-
problems of range management by use of production posslbilltles curves
will invariably fail, as not only the amounts of products to be ]olntly
produced are in question but also the ~allty of products.
This assertion In effect requires a reformulation of the production
possibilities analysls to treat the interdependence of quantity and
quallty, as when the product lS a variable the equilibrium condltlon lS
no longer dictated by an lsorevenue llne and a transformation curve.
In the situation represented m Figure 7, lt 1s assumed that recreation
(R) (measured m terms of deer per given number of hunters) lS directly
competitive with cattle (C) over some range of the transformation Curve
BC. The price of cattle Pc WL1l presumably be invariant with the quantity
of cattle grazed, but the imputed price of deer hunting pr w1ll varY






This states that the optmal posit~on for the entrepreneur IS where Internal sub’,-
tltlonal possib~lltles between the two products equal the ratio of the prices of
the two products with some implicit ad~ustment for the Impact of product mlx
on prices. A graphical exposition would Involve an lnflnlte number of relatlve
price lines, each one dependent on the price relationship between cattle and
different recreation products. KL and KM m Figure 7 are two such lines and
are relevant only lf the lntersectxon or tangency of the relevant budget-23-
llne represents the price ratios for cartle and the product reprcsenttxl
by the point of intersection or tangency.
Hall uses hls analysis to argue that publlc ownership of lands
should be aimed at provldlng higher quallty of the managed lands for
respective uses, whether these are sole or multlple uses, for both
present and future consumers. This argument has the connotation,
unavoidable in all discussions of publlc land ownersh~p, that nonmarket
as well as market values are at stake in flndlng opt~mum uses or combin-
ations of uses for any given area of wild land.
N. Muhlenberg (1964) has attempted to put more credibility in
Gregory’s model by subjecting it to a speclfxc emplrlcal test. Hls
premise, and conclusion, IS that “to operate Gregory’s model successfully
lt would be necessary to obtain continuous expressions on a series of
lsocost curves. Unfortunately this becomes almost impossible In v~ew
of the complexities of the real world “ The solutlon 1s to substitute
a series of point data to approximate the model. By Lmputlng values
represented by these point data and <eveloplng costs correspondlnq to
each value by use of appropriate discount or charqe rates, Muhlcnherg
thus ~nvest~gates cordwood versu? deer production at var~ous levels
of sustainable growing stock. The study IS worthy of note If only
because of the expllc~t notion of error which Muhlenberq assigns to
real-world studies which attempt to approximate a theoretical Ideal.
The dangers of extrapolation, he infers, cannot be Ignored, but on th~
other hand this lS a tool which forest and other wlldlancl managers should
be able to use to evaluate more fully the alternative products ava~lable.-24-
P. F. O’Connell and H. E. Brown (1972) use an emplrlcal study ‘co
approximate production functions for alternative uses of forested water-
sheds, and from here they move towards production posslbll~tles functions.
The effects of several different stages of forest clearance, varying from
a 33 percent cut to a clearcut, are gauged upon tmber production, water
yield and forage yield. The production functions thus estimated lndlcated
that clear-cutting was superior to one-third cutting for water yield,
but because of detrimental effects of a clearcut on wlldllfe, environment
and other nonmarket products this may not be a feasible solut~on. The
relevant transformation curves show that clear-cutting and one-third cutt~nq
each would give optmum combinations of yields between water and timber
depending on the relatlve prices of both products. A slmllar relationship
holds between forage and tunber, but lf range and tmber are considered
In combination clearcuttlng would be the only economically feasible
solutlon. Once aga~n ~t would appear that nonmarket values, such as
the envlrorunental and wlldllfe variables mentioned above, might alter
the solut~ons der~ved in th~s study, a cons~derat~on not taken ~nto
account by the authors.
A study by A. E. Lucas and J. A. Slnden (1970) tried to measure the
lnstltutlonal effect on a multlple use problem In Australla. Timber
and llvestock were considered on areas of Crown lands which were leased
both for qrazing and timber harvest, but where the lessee only received
5 percent royalty of any timber Income, the remainder going to the
Australian Forestry Commlsslon. Under such cond~t~ons the question
posed was whether ]olnt production of timber and llvestock lS preferable-25-
to s~ngle use. The authors state: “It IS obviously a ma]or undertaklnq
to xdent~fy and evaluate all col’n.blnatlons (of output) but this 1s essential
to a comprehensive analys~s”. Consequently such an analySIS should include
Investment in terms of Inputs of labor, management and capital to the
fixed resource. The study revealed that, under exlst]ng conditions of
multlple-use management on the leased lands, and comparing the actual
royalty payment of 5 percent with a potential 100 percent for timber,
on seven out of eight leases multlple use was less prc)fltable than slnqle
use for llvestock grazing only, even when the lessee ~ecelved a 100
percent royalty. This leaves open the question of whether the management
input was being optlmlzed, and extension of the study revealed that,
with an improved level of management, multlple use appeared preferable
to tmber only, but that clearing after 20 years to grazing as sole
use was superior to a mixed management system of tunber and grazing.
In this, as In most of the other studies, there 1s passlnq mention of
the values which cannot be readily assigned, and which Include intangibles
such as amen~ty, wlldllfe and recreation. This lS a point which 1s taken
up at more length in the ensuing section.
CRITIQUE AND EVALUATION OF THE STUDIES
It 1s clear from the foregoing review that ]omt-product analysls
1s applicable to multlple-use land management. Equally, th~s type of
analysls 1s not easy to apply In view of the real-world complexities
surround~ng allocation of wild-land resources. Several conceptual
problems remain unresolved, some of which are explicitly admlttoc~ to
In the literature, others which seem to have been lqnc)red.-,16-
Baslcally, two general approaches could be used In a crltlc~l cv~ludtlol]
of the literature. First there 1s the evaluation of the more expllc~t
shortcomings or weaknesses of the several models and emplrlcal stud~es
outllned In the preced~ng section, and second there ls the body of
possible strengthening devices and extensions which could be incorporated
Ln any future models. Although the dlvldlng llne between these two
approaches 1s frequently lndistlnct, the dichotomy 1s adopted here In
ar attempt to preserve some d~st~nct~on between a crltlclsm of the studies
themselves and an evaluation of thc~theoretical and emplrlcal extens~ons
which could add to multiple-use analyseq. Under the former heading are
three main topics for dlscusslon, namely the problem of data collection,
the problem of nonmarket valuatlonr and the emplrlcal nature of the
production posslblllt~es curve. LJnder the latter headlnq the determination
of some nonmarket values 1s discussed in more detail , and the ob]ectlvc
function for mult~ple-use management LS examined.
DATA COLLECTION
The problems surrounding data collection are more physical than
theoretical ~n nature, and, by mpllcatlon, perhaps more ~maglned than
real. Although there lS llttle doubt that some of the nonmarket valuations
do pose problems, several of the studies already
that some proxy values can be obtained Th~s lS
In the Muhlenberg study, the O’Connell and Brown
discussed demon~trate
particularly exemplified
studies, and ~n the
study by I.ucasand Slnden. These three approaches are speclflc emplrlcal
approaches and tend to discount somewhat
“Appllcatlon of the ... analysls to real
on a resource raises formidable problems
the clam by Pearse (1969) th~t.
situations of compet.ltlve demand’,
for data collection. ” 11~’ gOt?cj-27-
on to elaborate that “the data required consist of the purely technical
relationships behind the production-posslbllitles curve, and the
economic information which lies beh~nd the exchange llne.” It must
be admitted that Pearse, and several other researchers, IS deallng with
recreation as one of the outputs of multiple-use management. Thi+ IS
perhaps more strictly a problem of “how to quant~fy” and 1s thus more
conceptual in nature than the physical problems of data collect~on.
This 1s not to d~scount or underestimate the physical problems
involved In data collect~on. This is more a problem assignable to a
pollcy-making framework, however, and the earlier, and rather bland,
statements of the Potential of multlple use as a management technique
by Dana, McArdle and Pearson really do little to advance the analytical
framework necessary for decision-making. Apart from the problem of
valulng and pricing recreat~on, the data collection problem would appear
to decline in Importance as more resources are devoted to technical
studies.
NONMAFUCET VALUATION
The nomarket valuatlon problem looms large in all of the studies
which involve outputs usually thought of as provided free by some publlc
agency or which are intangible and dlfflcult to monitor. Indeed this
problem is part of a whole new group of analyses and literature, and
as such 1s accorded more detail below. Here it is perhaps apposite to
review how the literature discussed so far LS deficient m th~s respect.
Evidently, wherever recreation, amenity, or “the wilderness experience”
crops up as one of the ]olnt outputs, the analyst faces an apparently
insuperable obstacle which is usually avoided by some assumption adopted-28-
as a theoretical nicety. Both Hopkzn and Pearse, in their discussions
of deer-hunting as an output, err In valulng recreation at some market
value for deer meat. Hall quite rlqhtly discounts th~s method of
valuatlon on the grounds that the market value of deer meat would tend
to underestimate the true value of deer-hunting a~ It Ignores the nature
of the true output. of the area of wild land In question, which should
be recreation, and further lt Ignores the value of recreatlori en-]oyed
by different hunters or the qual~ty of the output. Hall’s quite eloquent
statement stumbles sllghtly, however, when he 1s faced with valulng h~s
“quallty” component and reverts to the theoretically acceptable, but by
no means pract~cally workable, technique of dev~sing an lnfln~te number
of price llnes to take account of an lnflnlte number of recreat~on~sts
m the market, over time, for units of recreation. Each recreatlonlst
(hunter) presumably places a different value on hls huntxng experience,
and in this respect aggregation problems become Important.
Impllclt In this quandary of quality of product in deer hunting,
1s what hunter motivation is. Each different motlvatlon, whether tfi
provide meat, to provide sport, to provide the “thrill of the chase”
or to provide some comblnat~on of these and other motlvatlons, w1ll
generate a different demand curve. To complicate matters different types
of deer-hunting may be supplled and once again aggregation problems
become somewhat Intractable. Some mixture of Pareto-relevance and
non-Pareto-relevancy in the same aggregate demand curve ~s untenable.
Pareto-relevancy ~n a str~ct sense lends itself to product valuat]on
through a uniquely defined aggregate demand curve. tJon-Pareto-relevancy-29-
would miss a true determination of price and output by underestmnatmg,
or wrongly estlmatlng, the true marginal revenue due to the presence
of such non-measurable arguments as quallty of product.
These problems are Intractable and are frequently recogn~zed as
such by the var~ous Writers. They do demonstrate the difficulty of
underpinning what 1s a valuable management tool in a conceptual sense
by more solid and practical crlterla.
PRODUCTION POSSIBILITIES CURVE
The studies have revealed the conceptual attraction of the ]olnt-
products approach to multiple use analysls. There is some consideration
of the nature of the production Posslblllties curve, but th~s ~s largely
lntultlve, and the verbal treatment 1s often no more than peremptory.
Hopkln’s original study of the cattle and sheep grazing dld attempt to
define an intuitively plausible shape for the funct~on. Gregory also
has posited lntultlve competlt~ve, complementary and supplementary
ranges along the curve, and more recently the empirical work by
Muhlenberg, and by O’Connell and Brown have attempted to derive
estimates for the functions.
It IS reasonable to argue that, under certain multlple-use
potentlallties, there w1ll be some ranges of the curve which w1ll
be complementary or supplementary in nature. This 1s particularly
relevant towards the axes. An area of wild land w1ll be able to
support some forage w~thout undue deleterious effects on the tmber
harvest after a certan stage of tmber growth, and It 1s generally
conceded that well-supervised hunting ~s a valuable means of conservation-30-
in areas of woodland, particularly when young growth is Involved.
Little empirical work has been done to verify these susplclons, however,
and this 1s perhaps mdlcatlve of a larger reason for the acute data
shortage. Blologlcal, ecological and economic relationships must
all be identified and all require considerable research effort.
Muhlenberg’s connnent,referred to above, about the complexities
of the real world prompts him to discount the pure concept, “whilst
of great intellectual merit”, as of little practical importance until
the science of forestry 1s considerably more advanced. The transformation
data he plots m deer per acre and cordwood per acre space IS, by
observation, convex to the origin (Muhlenberg 1964). Similar relation-
ships of a decreasing, but still competitive, RPT are revealed in the
O’Connell and Brown study (1972). It thus appears as though, m some
cases, the assumption of an increasing RPT in the competitive range
of the production possibllltles curve IS too strong for pract~cal
purposes, and that a production posslb~litles curve convex to the origin
is perfectly admissible.
Still conflnlng the discussion to the nature of the production
posslbilltles cunre, It seems that much work remains to be done In
comparing RPT’s between different products. This was mentioned In the
previous paragraph, but, almost without exception, attempts at 7olnt-
products solutlons lnvolvlng recreation and some other product have
tended to focus on the more “active” recreation pursuits such as huntlnq.
Whereas th~s approach has particular relevance in the vexed cattle-deer
allocation problem on range land, and much of the work to date seems to-31-
have been around this problem, such work does llttle to Impart ~nfor-
mation on how more “passive” recreation pursuits, such as plcnlcklng
or walklng, would enter Into the production Posslbilltles function.
Hall (1964) is the only writer to dwell upon “quality” of product and
even here the analysls is largely confined to posing the question as
to how such quallty can be measured.
The work to date also considers trade-offs along the production
possibilities curve between such cases as cattle, sheep or deer grazing,
or between different types of timber products. No attempts have been
made to measure how different types of recreation may be In conflict.
It is fa~rly self-evident that, w~th~n a given area, hunt~ng may confllct
with walking or picnicking, snowmobiles may annoy cross-country skiers.
These comprise as much strict joint-products analyses as the cases
mentioned above. The problems of valuatlon, both In monetary and output
terms, are adnuttedly bigger in such work, but the lntuitlon which has
been widely employed m the timber or forage models could also be applled
in recreation models.
There lS a larger issue at stake in this respect~ however? and this
involves not so much a focus on the resource itself as on the users of
the resource. ThLs results from possibly a too restricted framework
of analyszs, particularly for pollcy making. Different groups of users
are involved and there is no bargaining process~ or no place Ln which
tradeoffs including negotiations to reconcile uses, can be transacted.
Without going into detail It should be mentioned that ]olnt-product
analysls LS perhaps unlikely to yield a useful guide here since substantial
PO1lCY problems, involving externalities such as those created by
snowmoblles,are at stake.-32-
In addltlon, however, there is a case to be made for sometimes
setting aside the multlple-use concept m favor of a “lInked” land-use
managerial system. This presupposes the area being considered 1s
sufficiently large to encompass an expllcit separation of uses, and
doubts could be raised as to whether this comprises a case of multlple
use per se. The common factor of management for a greater social net
gain M still impllclt in this approach. The Posslblllty of lntra-
areal transfers of land from one use to another over different time-periods
may build more flexlblllty Into the management process to cater for
changes m tastes.
NON-MARKET VALUATION’ -- SOME EXTENSIONS
So far the discussion has been around the shortcomings of the
various models, although unavoidably this spills over znto the larger
field of general evaluation. It also seems pertinent to d~scuss how
research should direct itself in the future to strengthen the basic
theoretical framework of multiple-use theory as ]olnt-products analysls.
As mentioned above, two main fields of discussion can be treated. The
first of these deals with the larger f]eld of nonmarket valuatlon of
some of the outputs in ]o~nt-products analysls, the second with the
ob]ectlve function of multiple-use management.
Nonmarket valuat~on is a perennially intractable problem, especially
m the case of recreation. At best only a proxy for the values of
recreation services can be obtained. The literature to date has
approached the problem from both “cost” and “toll” or “entrance fee”
angles, although until fairly recently the predominant approach was-33-
from the cost angle. The first ma]or statement of this approach
was put forward by H. Hotelling (1947). He asserted that the costs
a person was wllllng to incur in traveling to a place of recreation
would give a fair approximation of the price that the individual
places on the recreat~onal experience at the final destmatlon. This
conception of the “willingness-to-lncuz -costs” in lts orlglnal form
left much to be desired, but it was put forward in an easily criticized
form mainly as an expository convenience to der~ve some estimated demand
curve for the faculty. Hotelling ldentlfled concentric population
around a given recreational facility and thus was able to derxve a
w~ll~ngness-to-pay index for the population In any particular zone.
The concept has been refined considerably by J. L. Knetsch (1963),
and in its refined form determines both price and value of the recreational
experience by means of consumer surplus estimates (see also M. Clawson
1959, M. ClawSon and J. L. Knetsch 1966). Knetsch explicitly excludes
the payment of fees to gain access to a particular fac~l~ty. A cost
funct~on can be expressed generally as
V=f(c)
where V 1s the rate of vlslts per thousand people and c 1s the cost
of a vlslt. He then moves to a demand function estimate “by postulating
an Imposed price for the en]oyment of the park in the form of an
addltlon to the costs of the visit from each /_-population center_T’.
He dlstlngulshes this from fee-imposition on the grounds that lt
“imputes the cost reaction from general expenditure behavior”. Knetsch-34-
then follows the Clawson criterion for mputlng the value of the
resource as “the capitalized net profit resultlng from imposing the
most profitable added cost”. Further refinements nclude the extension
of the general cost function to include arguments for Income, the
availability of close substitutes, and congestion of a particular
resource. In additxon the derivation of a demand curve for a faclllty
gives a measure of the consumer surplus accruing to the user of that
faclllty as another estimate of the value of the faclllty.
Knetsch also brings in a consideration all too frequently ignored
or passed over In recreation pricing studies, that of the cost of
time. As he states” “The method deals quite effectively with money
costs as a constraint on visits to a recreation area. However, money
cost lS not the sole constraint to such vls~ts. Time is certainly
another. “ If analysts ignore the opportunity costs of tune then the
demand curve constructed from the cost function outlined above w1ll
be consistently biased to the left of the true demand curve. The
dlfflcultles of putting a cost on time are many, however, although
recent work by F. J. Prochaska and R. A. Schrlmper (1973) does clear
up some of the haze around the topic.
Pearse (1968) has been particularly vocal In attacking the
Hotellmg/Knetsch/Clawson evaluation of recreation for the consumer,
and concentrates mainly on the assumptions underlying the concept.
Pearse contends that the concept cannot take account of benefits
which accrue en route to the place of recreation, that all populations
are assumed to face identical alternatives to the recreational opportun~ty-35-
belng considered, that recreatlonists m all areas are assumed to
have the same preferences for the recreational site, and that whole
populations from which recreationists are assumed to have similar
characteristics and preferences. This last, the homogeneity assumption,
Pearse clams is particularly untenable. Hls alternative formulation
“confines the analysis to the recreatlonists themselves, thus avo~dlng
the necess~ty of assumptions akut the cha.racterlstlcs and homogeneity
of the base populations from which recreationlsts are drawn.”
The formulation makes use once again of a consumer surplus argument
on the grounds that “the benefits of a good or service available free
of charge are entirely appropriated by consumers in the form of consumer
surplus.” But a distinction needs to be made between the different
types of consumer surplus, as defined by J. R. Hd.cks (1956). Speclflcally
Pearse uses the “compensating varlatlon” concept to measure the maximum
tolerable toll which could be levied, given a consumer’s indifference
map and budget constraint, before that consumer would forego the visit
for recreational purposes to the faclllty. This toll 1% over and above
the costs incurred in traveling to the facility. The value of the
resource under free access consists of the sum of the maxnwm tolls
that recreationists would be prepared to pay in addltlon to their existing
fixed costs which include, among other things, costs of travel to and
from the site.
Although quite a sophisticated concept per se, Pearse seems to
avoid the population homogeneity assumpt~on only by explicitly conflnlng
hls analysls to defined income classes, and moreover makes several-36-
qulte strong assumptions of hls own as regards tastes, preference+ and
willingness to incur costs. It does have the advantaqe over the “direct”
method of previous workers by usinq data which are restricted to obser-
vations about recreatlonlsts themselves and thus Impllcltly avoids
assumptions about the homogeneity of base populations. It would seem,
however, that the concept must run up against some problems of aggregation
and some assumptions of homoqenelty are apparently unavo~dable.
Indeed valuatlon of recreation in the aggregate poses particularly
Intractable problems under any analytical or conceptual technique.
It must be recalled that we are discussing a workable managerial
technique In multiple use, and perhaps in the final analysls the only
reallstlc value which can be placed on aggregate recreation mlqht be
some Lange-type socialist solutlon, where an ex post surplus of
recreation capacity would Indicate overpricing of the resource, and
an indication of under-capacity would be reflected in overcrowding
of the resource (see 0. R. Lange and F. M. Taylor, 1938). This
suggests some sequential kind of pricing each year or relevant time
period which gives additional feasibility to management declslons.
OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
This more detailed discussion of the nonmarket valuat~on of
resources used In multlple-use or joint-products analysls IS meant
to touch upon perhaps the most Intractable problem on the conceptual
side of the matter, On the policy side 1s the equally dlfflcult
problem of defining an objective function for multlple-use management.-37-
How much of this problem 1s due to politlcal and mstltutlonal factors
seems at first immaterial, but on reflection such factors cannot be
Ignored to the extent that, at some stage, it 1s necessary to turn to
Polltical processes as substitutes for market processes that do not
exist or cannot be effectively simulated.
reviewed, whilst they recognize the value
multlple use, seem to regard the problems
Almost all of the studies
of, ~f not the necess~ty for,
as being forced upon manage-
ment by the pollcy-makers, This is a demonstration of the blandness
with which policy-makers dictate to the decision-takers. Lucas and
Slnden urge the acceptance of multlple-use management as an ob]ectlve
function per se, to be optmized for the benefit of both private and
societal groups. If this were recognized and accepted then the ob]ectlve
function in wildland management could be eased to the extent that lt
would no longer be an appeasing action but a well-established management
practice.
The economic content of such an objective funct~on would tend to
center around valuatlon and investment declslons. Much of the preceding
discussion Indirectly points up the difficulties inherent in formulating
such an ob]ectlve function. Problems surrounding the investment declslon
are due to the same difficulties of valuation as problems surrounding
the prlclng declsionin the demand and supply framework for the relevant
]olnt products, Multlple use involves management of economic, social
and b~ologlcal relationships which are frequently dlff~cult to ldentlfy
and as frequently easy to disturb. There 1s llttle doubt that the-38-
concept as PO1lCY is an attractive one. This lS evident by Its wide-
spread adoption over the past 70 years in the United States by publ~c
agenc~es despite a lack of an economic and analytlc base. There 1s
some need for more recognition of what the land is being managed for,
the basis on which It IS being managed, and a lot of research mto
the problems of such management.
L. K. Caldwell (1970) advocates a move away from the ]urldlcal
economic or demographic concepts underly~ng publlc land pollcy both
n the United States and abroad. HIS appeal 1s to modify the pollcy
to take the ecosystem explicitly into account” “Amer~can public
land policy ~s based upon a set of h~storically derived assumptions ...
that provide no means for tak~ng the fundamental ecological context
of land use Into account. .. There 1s a larger context for pollcy
with wh~ch laws and governments must ultimately reckon: It lS the
cond~tlon of the land as the physical base for human welfare and
survival”.
The 1960 Multiple-Use and Sustalncd Yield Act recognizes this
ob~ective function of multlple-use management m a milder form
(see above, page 1). For practical purposes as well, tkns w1ll requue
some refinement of management techn~ques which in turn requires some
firmer grasp of the prlnclple of multlple use and, perhaps more
fundamentally, It requires some redefln~tlon of what such management
sets out to maxunlze or achieve. Lucas and Slnden sum up the argument
as “The basic economic model provides a viable tool so that the-39-
question now becomes, what 1s required for the appllcat~on of the
model to pract~cal problems? Perhaps the first requirement 1s the
acceptance of the model’s ob]ectlve function, which lS the maxmlzatlon
of net benefits to society over tree”. This 1s perhaps an economic
expression of Caldwell’s more pollcy-oriented appeal, and In a general
review such as this 1s perhaps as expljcit a statement as can be put
forward as an ob]ectlve function In the economic sense.
J. V. Krutllla (1971) has demonstrated the potential of econometric
analysls In evaluating the environmental impact of a proposed dam
across Hell’s Canyon In Idaho. Although his account deals with the
value of an unique scenic resource, It could easily be adapted to the
formulation of an objective functzon for multlple-use management.
Krutllla assessed the potential benefits from a hydro-electric development,
which would effectively flood the entire canyon, against three smaller
dams which would preserve large parts of the canyon for future scenic
and amenity value. In doing hls analysis he invoked the concept of
“optIon demand” (see B. A. Weisbrod 1964) and thus injected the
essential element of demand for a resource over time as well as In
space. When this type of analysis LS allled with that of, for example,
C. J. Clcchettl, J. J. Seneca and P. Dav~dson (1969) which further uses
sophisticated econometric techniques to estnate the demand for and
supply of outdoor recreation! perhaps the formulation of an ob]ectlve
funct~on ~n a multlple-use framework involving recreation IS not as
nebulous or as far away as has been suggested. Indeed, as with the
data collecting problem, the syndrome seems to revolve around physical
rather than conceptual obstacles.-40-
Th%s lack of research work seems to have built up a further constraint
in the multiple-use framework m the area of defmlng an ob]ectlve
furlctlon. Krutllla has shown a method which at least approximates the
hard data of trade-offs between products previously considered non-measurabl~
or non-estunable. Whereas this IS by no means as precise as the ob]ectlve
funct~ons used In llnear programming techniques, It could f~ll in a
gap previously thought beyond evaluation or estimation.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
It has been demonstrated that any discussion of the multlple-use
prlnclple In a joint-product analytical framework can very easily
become a very disparate account as the various conceptually difficult
elements are drawn Into the argument. Essentially,the entire prmclple,
wh~lst being theoretically attractive, w1ll stand or fall on the
lntractab~llty of the proplems surrounding valuatlon of the several
products, and/or identification of the production-posslbllltxes curve.
Perhaps the former of these is the more difficult.
Gregory and Hopkln lald the groundwork for further extension, but
very llttle seems to have been done, particularly in the emplrlcal sen~er
since these orlglnal conceptual statements. Hall dld point out several
pitfalls in putting some measure of recreation as one of the outputs,
particularly as lt lS affected by quallty (and consequently value) of
the product And Pearse attempted to define some crlterla for Investment
In ranqeland under a multlple-use system of management .-41-
All of the theoretical expositions run up against the problem
of Identlfylng the price llne. This 1s particularly so when recreation
and amenity are discussed. The studies by Muhlenberg, O’Connell and
Brown, and Lucas and Slnden are valuable emplrlcal beginnings to
extending the theory, and do much at the same time to ldentlfy the
~ntrlnslc dlfflcultles of valuatlon problems. If the d~scuss~on of
the pricing of recreation ~n the preceding sect~on seems somewhat
lengthy and perhaps marginal to the main dlscuss~on, lt should be
recalled that this constitutes the ma]or stumbllng block to the
use of the concept In a practical “.ense. It lS at the heart of the
valuat~on problem. If there were some easy value, determined through
a normally functioning market process, which could be placed on such
products as recreation the chances are that mult~ple-use management
would be much better organized and better practiced on publlc lands
than lt IS at present.
Another recurr~ng theme throughout this review 1s that of data
collection. It was mentioned above that this problem may be more
Imagined than real In the sense that collecting the data imposed a
physical contralnt rather than a conceptual one. The conceptual
aspect enters when attempts to value or quantify certain products
are considered, and in this case there is a very fine llne to be drawn
between data collection and product valuation. The fact rema~ns,
however, than any estimates of Mth the production posslblllties
curve and the price llne requ~red for ]olnt-products analysls require
acceptable and sound data foundations.-42-
On the other hand it should be stressed once more that the concept,
especially in Its present Insecure state, IS not a pollcy panacea.
It does provide a useful technique to evaluate possible alternatives
In an age when increasing pressures are being placed on land resources
by an increasingly mobile and affluent population in certain countrle~
of the world. To make the best possible use of the approach, In the
view of Caldwell, requires some changes in basic social and economic
outlooks, especially because any ecological land management system
precludes the lalssez-faire land econom~cs tenets basic to western
or capitalist economies. Adherence to this approach, he argues,
“Is becoming Increasingly inconsistent with the interests of the
vast ma30rity of cltlzens ... who live in great cities, own no land,
and for whom the needs and amenltles of llfe are becoming Increasingly
costly and difficult of access”.
A return to a biologically sensltlve approach to land management
would be a good opportunity to realize the
admlnlstratlon of wild land. This must be
to collect data on benefits and costs, and
benefits of multlple-use
accompanied by an effort
particularly on the non-
tanglble and nonmarket benefits. In addltlon, economics must work
very closely with the blologzcal and physical sc~ences to determine
optimum ecosystems crlterla in wild-land management. In some cases
the balance lS more dellcate than in others, the pressures more acute,
and the potential confllcts more Intractable. Appllcatlon of some
of the well-established principles of production economics, as has-43-
been done to a refined stage in the management of cultivated land
systems and ~n animal husbandry, can give a solld base on which to
build a publlc land multlple-use management pollcy.-44-
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